Charter & Terms of Use of
WoluweParents.org
Terms of Use:
These terms and conditions are applicable to the site WoluweParents.org. This website was created
and is managed by the Association of Parents of the European School Brussels II. By accessing
WoluweParents.org, you agree to be legally bound by the following terms. If you do not agree to be
legally bound by all the following terms then please do not access and / or use WoluweParents.org. We
may change these at any time and we'll do all to inform you, though it would be advised to review
these regularly it by yourself. If you continue to use WoluweParents.org after changes have been made,
you agree to be legally bound by these terms as updated and / or amended.
You agree not to post any abusive, obscene, vulgar, slanderous, hateful, threatening, sexuallyorientated or any other material that may violate any Belgian laws or international laws. You accept
the Parents' Association of the European School Brussels II to remove, edit, move or close any content
when we believe it is necessary. As a user you agree that any information you have entered is being
stored in our database. Although no information will be disclosed to any third party, the Association of
Parents of the European School Brussels II can not be held responsible for any hacking attempt with a
view to data compromising. The Parents' Association of the European School Brussels II undertakes to
use its best efforts to take appropriate security measures to protect particularly the loss, misuse,
disclosure to any third party not authorized or alteration of the information and personal data collected
on our site.
The Parents' Association of the European School Brussels II can in no way be held responsible for the
content of comments or ads hosted on their site WoluweParents.org and for damages resulting from
the use of this site or sites to which a hyperlink is established and over which it has no control. The
creation of links to other sites does not mean that the Parents' Association of the European School
Brussels II endorse these sites or their content. Similarly, the Parents' Association of the European
School Brussels II can not be held responsible for any errors in the site addresses or domain names on
its website. The Parents' Association of the European School Brussels II will collaborate on request with
the competent judicial authorities in the context of litigation.
Translation, adaptation, modification, distribution of all or part of this site in any form whatsoever is
subject to the prior consent of the Parents' Association of the European School Brussels II.
Any dispute relating to this agreement online and any claim relating to this site or its contents shall be
governed exclusively by Belgian law. Only the courts and tribunals of Brussels shall have exclusive
jurisdiction in any dispute.
The APEEE communicates mainly by email and on its website or secondarily on its Facebook page or
Twitter account. We do not communicate, in any way, via electronic communication channels such as
WhatsApp. The creation, management and publication of messages on these groups are carried out
independently of our activity and remain the sole responsibility of each parent who joins the group and
communicates in the group. We cannot be held responsible for the content shared and the processing
of the data made in these groups, regardless of the quality of the person or parent who creates or
administer the group. If you have any questions, please contact the administrator of the group(s) to
which you belong.

Personal data and protection of privacy.
WoluweParents.org visitors that communicate personal information do so at their own volition. The
Parents' Association of the European School Brussels II undertakes to make public only the information
which is not specifically identified as confidential at the time of communication. All entries in the
Private Area are considered confidential. These data (public and private) are used for:
•

the organization of services of the Association of Parents of the European School Brussels II
including registration for the above services

•

Management of administrative contacts

•

internal use (statistics)

•

improving the content of WoluweParents.org

•

customizing the content and layout of WoluweParents.org

The Parents' Association agrees to comply with the legislation on the protection of privacy in force in
Belgium: treatment of personal data on this site is subject to the law of 8 December 1992 on the
protection of privacy with regard to the processing of personal data, as amended by the law of 11
December 1998 transposing Directive 95/46/EC of 24 October 1995 of the European Parliament and of
the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the
free circulation of such data, as well as the royal decrees relating thereto. Legal texts can be consulted
on the website of the Commission for the Protection of Privacy (http://www.privacy.fgov.be/).

Right of access and changes
In accordance with the law into force, you have a right of access to information and personal data that
concerns you, and a right to rectification. Your personal data are accessible in their entirety in your
Private Area.
Most of these data can be changed via the same channel. However, for practical reasons, these changes
do not affect all of your data.
On request, you have the possibility to change the personal data about you and correct any
inaccuracies. If you wish to exercise these rights, please contact us by e-mail to
secretariat.apeee@woluweparents.org. We will respond to your request as soon as possible.

Special provisions
Certain services or sections of WoluweParents.org are governed by additional provisions or rules of
procedure pertaining to the section or service. Each of these provisions require express consent of the
user when registering for such services. These provisions are therefore not included in this legal notice,
but are provided when the user expresses the request.
To promote its services, the Parents Association of the European School of Brussels II may be required
to publish photos and videos to illustrate the content of the site. The withdrawal of a photograph or a
video can be made on request by e-mail to secretariat.apeee@woluweparents.org . We will respond
to your request as soon as possible.

Some tips for using the site effectively:
Use the search function
In case you do not manage to find information by navigating the site, do not hesitate to enter one or
more keywords in the search field that is present on all pages.

Avoid messages entirely in uppercase
Capital letters are considered a cry, or a sign of nervousness. So even if you think it will make your
topic more visible, do avoid capital letters. You'll seem nervous and you will not encourage others to
respond to your comment or ad; moreover, your ad or comment will be certainly deleted.

Avoid texting language
Try to formulate comments or ads properly in order to be understood as widely as possible. Please
note that any comments or ads in SMS are likely to be unwelcome and be deleted.

In all situations, keep calm
During a discussion, try not to get too carried away, criticize arguments and do not attack the person.
Be constructive. If provoked we will not distinguish between victim and provocative, the rule being
insulted = banishment.

For ads
Be careful, WoluweParents.org does not control any of the content of the ads. We can not be held
responsible if something goes wrong during a transaction between two users resulting from an
advertisement on WoluweParents.org.

